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Abstract
For the solution of discretized ordinary or partial dierential equations
it is necessary to solve systems of equations with coecient matrices of
dierent sparsity pattern, depending on the discretization method; using
the nite element (FE) method results in largely unstructured systems of
equations. Iterative solvers for equation systems mainly consist of matrix-
vector products and vector-vector operations. A frequently used iterative
solver is the method of conjugate gradients (CG) with dierent precon-
ditioners. For parallelizing this method on a multiprocessor system with
distributed memory, in particular the data distribution and the commu-
nication scheme depending on the used data structure for sparse matrices
are of greatest importance for the ecient execution. These schemes can
be determined before the execution of the solver by preprocessing the sym-
bolic structure of the sparse matrix and can be exploited in each iteration.
In this report, data distribution and communication schemes are presented
which are based on the analysis of the column indices of the non-zero ma-
trix elements. Performance tests of the developed parallel CG algorithms
have been carried out on the distributed memory system INTEL iPSC/860
of the Research Centre Julich with sparse matrices from FE models. These
methods have performed well for matrices of very dierent sparsity pattern.
Keywords: Sparse matrices; Finite element method; Conjugate gradients
method; Parallelization; Distributed memory computer; Data distribution;
Communication scheme.
1 Introduction
For the solution of discretized ordinary or partial dierential equations it is nec-
essary to solve systems of equations with coecient matrices of dierent spar-
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sity patterns, depending on the discretization method; using the nite element
method (FE) results in largely unstructured systems of equations.
Iterative methods for solving linear systems mainly consist of matrix-vector
products and vector-vector operations; the main work in each iteration is usu-
ally the computation of matrix-vector products. Therein, accessing the vector is
determined by the sparsity pattern and the storage scheme of the matrix.
A frequently used iterative solver is the method of conjugate gradients (CG)
with dierent preconditioners [10] [13]. In 1990, Aykanat e.a. presented a mod-
ied CG algorithm [4] with better parallelization properties than the original
method developed by Hestenes and Stiefel.
For parallelizing iterative solvers on a multiprocessor system with distributed
memory, in particular the data distribution and the communication scheme de-
pending on the data structures used for sparse matrices are of greatest impor-
tance for the ecient execution. In this context, dierent reordering strategies of
the sparse matrix have been investigated to reduce waiting times by performing
communication and computation overlapped. Additionally, the reverse Cuthill-
McKee scheme [16] is applied to diminish the bandwidth of the matrix. De-
pending on the sparsity pattern of the matrix, bandwidth reduction results in a
considerable decrease of communication. The data distribution and the communi-
cation scheme are determined before the execution of the solver by preprocessing
the symbolic structure of the sparse matrix and are exploited in each iteration.
Moreover, the schemes are applicable as long as the sparsity pattern of the ma-
trix which is determined by the discretization mesh does not change, i.e. they
can be used in each time step of a time dependent problem or in each iterative
step of a nonlinear problem which is solved by linearization. In this report, data
distribution and communication schemes are presented which are based on the
analysis of the column indices of the non-zero matrix elements.
Performance tests of the developed parallel CG algorithms with precondition-
ing have been carried out on the distributed memory system INTEL iPSC/860
of the Research Centre Julich with sparse matrices from two FE models. The
rst FE model comes from environmental science; it simulates the behaviour of
pollutants in geological systems [1] [17]. In the second FE model from structural
mechanics, stresses in materials induced by thermal expansion are calculated by
applying the FE program SMART [2].
2 The Method of Conjugate Gradients
The method of conjugate gradients [10] is an algorithm for solving systems of
linear equations Ax = b, particularly for sparse coecient matrices A. The
method converges for matrices which are symmetric and positive denite.
Aykanat e.a. [4] suggested a modied CG algorithm (see algorithm 2.1) which
has better parallelization properties than the original method.
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Algorithm 2.1. The modied CG method
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In each iteration, the vectors x
i
, g
i
, and d
i
are computed. x
i
approximates the
solution vector, g
i
is the residue; d
i
determines the direction in which the next
approximation of the solution vector is searched for. The main work in each itera-
tion consists in the computation of the matrix-vector product Ad
i
. Furthermore,
two dot products and three vector additions have to be performed. Iteration is
continued until the euclidean norm of the residue is less than or equal to 
r
. An-
other stopping criterion which uses the maximumscaled absolute dierence of the
components of the latest two approximations of the solution vector is determined
as follows:
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: (1)
The main dierence between the original and the modied CG algorithm is
that in the modied one all dot products are computed directly one after another
without any other operations between. If each iteration is performed in parallel
on a distributed memory system the local values of the dot products can be
included in one message for determining the global values.
In the investigations, algorithm 2.1 has been performed with and without
diagonal scaling [13], a simple preconditioner, which hardly contributes to the
total execution time but usually accelerates the convergence considerably.
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Figure 1: FE discretization mesh
3 Storage Schemes
Storage schemes for large sparse matrices depend on the sparsity pattern of the
matrix, the considered algorithm, and the architecture of the computer system
used. In the literature, many variants of storage schemes can be found [7] [8] [11]
[12] [14] [15].
In FE models, the maximum number of non-zeros per row of the matrix is
given by the geometry and the choice of the elements. The discretization mesh
in gure 1 e.g. consists of hexahedron elements with nodal points in each corner.
The number of rows of the coecient matrix is given by the number of nodes, the
number of non-zeros per row by the number of nearest neighbours of a node. The
node in the middle of the mesh e.g. has eight neighbours in the middle plane, nine
in the plane below, and nine in the plane above, totally 26 nearest neighbours.
Therefore, the corresponding row of the matrix has 27 non-zeros. Boundary nodes
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have less than 26 nearest neighbours. More nearest neighbours occur in meshes
which consist of more complicated elements, e.g. octahedrons. Furthermore,
dierent elements in one mesh, more nodes per element and a ner discretization
in parts of a mesh are possible for the FE discretization. Additionally, the number
of free degrees per node can increase if there are rotation axes e.g. besides
the three spatial directions. Therefore, the number of non-zeros per row varies
considerably for irregular dicretization meshes.
In the following, two storage schemes for sparse matrices are presented; these
schemes are frequently used in FE programs.
In the rst case, the matrix is stored row-wise in two-dimensional arrays; this
storage scheme is applied in [1]. The scheme is elucidated for matrix (2) in (3).
A =
0
B
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B
B
B
B
@
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
0 9 3 10 0 0 0 0
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C
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A
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3 2 0 0 0 0
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4 8 0 0 0 0
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C
C
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(3)
The matrixA is stored in the two-dimensional arrays A
w
and A
s
. In principle,
the non-zeros of A are shifted to the left. A
w
contains the values of the non-zeros,
A
s
the corresponding column indices. The value 18 e.g. is in A in row 4 and
column 8. The order of the matrix elements per row in A
w
and A
s
is dierent
from that in matrix A since this is usually the case in FE programs caused by
the assembly of the coecient matrix from the single elements. In (3), many
zeros are stored in A
w
and A
s
because the number of non-zeros per row varies
considerably. For irregular discretization meshes, the storage requirements of this
scheme are much higher than necessary.
This disadvantage is avoided by storing merely the non-zeros row-wise in
three one-dimensional arrays. The storage scheme considered here can be found
in similar form in e.g. [11]. The principle of the scheme is shown in (4) for matrix
(2).
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a
w
= (1 j 9 2 j 10 9 3 j 10 4 18 14 12 11 j 11 5 17 j 15 14 6 j 12 17 7 15 j 18 8);
a
s
= (1 j 3 2 j 4 2 3 j 3 4 8 6 7 5 j 4 5 7 j 7 4 6 j 4 5 7 6 j 4 8); (4)
a
z
= (1 2 4 7 13 16 19 23 25):
The non-zeros of matrixA are stored row-wise in three one-dimensional arrays.
a
w
contains the values of the non-zeros, a
s
the corresponding column indices.
In a
z
, the position of the beginning of each row in a
w
and a
s
is stored. The
subdivisions in a
w
and a
s
have been added to mark the beginning of a new row.
The value 10 e.g. is in matrixA in column 3 and row 4. This scheme is suitable for
regular as well as for irregular discretization meshes and has usually less storage
requirements than the former. Therefore, merely this scheme is applied in the
following considerations.
4 Parallelization
4.1 Data Distribution
For parallelizing algorithm 2.1 on a distributed memory system, the matrix and
vector arrays must be suitably distributed to each processor. For the considered
data distribution schemes, the arrays a
w
and a
s
are distributed row-wise; the
rows of each processor succeed one another. The distribution of the vector arrays
corresponds component-wise to the row distribution of the matrix arrays.
Criteria for the data distribution can be: each processor gets the same number
of rows or so many rows that each processor has nearly the same number of non-
zeros. The number of operations for the computation of the matrix-vector product
is proportional to the number of non-zeros; the remaining vector operations of
one iteration are proportional to the number of rows. Another criterion is that
each processor has to compute nearly the same number of operations. If the
discretization mesh is regular, i.e. the sparsity pattern of the coecient matrix is
regular, all three criteria result in nearly the same data distribution. If the mesh
is very irregular, the three distributions dier considerably.
The rst case, i.e. each processor gets nearly the same number of rows, will
be explained in (5) by distributing the array a
w
from (4) to four processors. The
distribution of the remaining arrays ensues analogously.
Processor 0: a
w
0
= (1 j 9 2)
Processor 1: a
w
1
= (10 9 3 j 10 4 18 14 12 11) (5)
Processor 2: a
w
2
= (11 5 17 j 15 14 6)
Processor 3: a
w
3
= (12 17 7 15 j 18 8)
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In the second case, a
w
is distributed according to the criterion "each processor
gets the same number of non-zeros", see (6).
Processor 0: a
w
0
= (1 j 9 2 j 10 9 3)
Processor 1: a
w
1
= (10 4 18 14 12 11) (6)
Processor 2: a
w
2
= (11 5 17 j 15 14 6)
Processor 3: a
w
3
= (12 17 7 15 j 18 8)
In the third case, i.e. each processor has to compute nearly the same number of
operations, processor k; k = 0; : : : ; p  1, gets so many rows until
e
k
+ n
k
e+ n

1
p
; for e
k
; n
k
 10 (7)
is satised for the rst time, i.e. for the least number of rows possible. The
row distribution is determined by analyzing the array a
z
. p is the number of
the processors used, e
k
the number of non-zeros, and n
k
the number of rows of
processor k. e is the total number of non-zeros and n the order of the matrix. The
parameter  considers the number of vector operations except the operations of
the matrix-vector product and the ratio of the execution times of multiplication,
division etc. operations and the addition operation; it is therefore dependent on
the processor architecture. The numerator in (7) is proportional to the number of
operations of one partial iteration on processor k, the denominator is proportional
to the total number of operations of one iteration. It shall be remarked that for
 ! 0 each processor gets nearly the same number of non-zeros and for  !1
nearly the same number of rows. The rst case means that the execution time of
all vector-vector operations is neglectable compared with the execution time of
the matrix-vector product. In the second case, the excution time of the matrix-
vector product hardly contributes to the total execution time.
With these considerations, the contribution of the matrix-vector product to
one iteration can be approximated by
a
MVP

e
e+ n
=
1
1 + =m
z
; for e; n 10: (8)
m
z
= e=n is the mean number of non-zeros per row. Additionally, (8) provides a
means for measuring . If a
MVP
is determined by timings an approximation of 
can be computed by
  m
z
(
1
a
MVP
  1): (9)
On the INTEL i860XR, the timings result in an approximative value  of
about 8.3 for the considered CG method.
The data distribution according to criterion (7) is shown in (10) by distribut-
ing the array a
w
to four processors.
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Processor 0: a
w
0
= (1 j 9 2 j 10 9 3);
Processor 1: a
w
1
= (10 4 18 14 12 11 j 11 5 17); (10)
Processor 2: a
w
2
= (15 14 6 j 12 17 7 15);
Processor 3: a
w
3
= (18 8):
4.2 Communication Scheme
On a distributed memory system, the computation of the matrix-vector product
requires communication because each processor owns only a partial vector. For
the ecient computation of the matrix-vector product, it is necessary to develop
a suitable communication scheme by preprocessing the distributed column index
arrays.
First, the arrays a
s
k
are analysed on each processor k to determine which data
result in accesses to components of d
i
of other processors. Then, a
s
k
and a
w
k
are
reorderd in such a way that the data which result in accesses to processor h are
collected in block h. The data of block h succeed row-wise one another with
increasing column index per row. Block k is the rst block in a
s
k
and a
w
k
and
contains the data which result in local accesses. The goal of the reordering is
performing computation and communication overlapped.
The principle of the rst reordering scheme is shown in (11) for the data
distribution from (10) and the matrix-vector product Ad
i
from algorithm 2.1.
A second reordering and communication scheme will be discussed below. Here,
merely array a
s
1
is analysed and reordered.
Processor 0: a
s
0
= (1 j 3 2 j 4 2 3); d
i;0
= (d
1
i
d
2
i
d
3
i
)
Processor 1: a
s
1
= ( 3 4 8 6 7 5 j 4 5 7 ); d
i;1
= (d
4
i
d
5
i
)
Processor 2: a
s
2
= (7 4 6 j 4 5 7 6); d
i;2
= (d
6
i
d
7
i
) (11)
Processor 3: a
s
3
= (4 8); d
i;3
= (d
8
i
)
Reordering: a
s
1
= (4 5 j 4 5
| {z }
1
k 3
|{z}
0
k 6 7 j 7
| {z }
2
k 8
|{z}
3
)
Computing the operation row times vector of the matrix-vector product of
processor 1, the index 3 results in an access to component d
3
i
of processor 0,
the index 8 to d
8
i
of processor 3, and the indices 6 and 7 in accesses to d
6
i
and
d
7
i
of processor 2. The data blocks in (11) are separated by double dashes for
elucidation; the blocks have been numbered below the brackets. After reordering,
the data of block 1 result in local accesses, the data of block 0 in accesses to
processor 0, the data of block 2 in accesses to processor 2, and the data of block
3 in accesses to processor 3.
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3
0
2
1
4
6  74  5
3
8
4: Processor k
: Index j of a        
         vector component    
k
j
Figure 2: Communication scheme, reordering 1
After having analysed the column index array a
s
k
, each processor k knows
which components of d
i
must be required of which processors. This information
is broadcasted to all processors. Two variants have been investigated. First, the
minimum and maximum index of the required components are sent; in this scope,
there can be indices of components which are not needed. Second, all indices of
the requisite components are sent. Thereafter, each processor can decide which
data must be sent to which processors. This communication scheme is determined
once before starting the parallel CG algorithm and applies unchanged to each
iteration.
The communication scheme for the example discussed above is displayed in
gure 2.
Processor 1 e.g. receives the third component of d
i
from processor 0, the
sixth and seventh component from processor 2 and the eighth component from
processor 3. On the other side, the fourth component of processor 1 is sent to
processor 0, the fourth and fth to processor 2 and the fourth to processor 3.
In gure 3, the parallel computation of the matrix-vector product is described
for algorithm 2.1.
First, on each processor, the data which are necessary for other processors are
sent asynchronously. After having executed asynchronous receive-routines for
receiving non-local data, all local computations are performed, in particular the
local part of the matrix-vector product. Then each processor waits until the data
of an arbitrary processor arrive and continues the computation of the matrix-
vector product. Thereafter, each processor awaits the data of other processors
until the computation of the matrix-vector product is complete. Computation
and communication are performed overlapped. While required data are on the
network, operations with local or already arrived data of other processors are
executed.
In the second reordering scheme, the data blocks, built as discussed before,
are sent to the processors which own the corresponding components of the vector
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Sending the data which are necessary for other processors,
asynchronously
Receiving non-local data for the
matrix-vector product, asynchronously
Local vector-vector operations
Computing the matrix-vector product with local data  
k=0 1 p-1...
Matrix-vector product with the data of the processor
? ? ?
Data of a processor available?
no no no
yes yes yes
? ? ?
Computation  complete?
no no
yes yes yes
no
Figure 3: The parallel matrix-vector product, reordering 1
of the matrix-vector product. The goal is to increase the number of local com-
putations while required data are on the network. In this case, the processors
compute partial results of the result vector of the matrix-vector product. Then,
y
k;l
denotes the partial result of y
k
= A
k
d
i
of processor k which is computed on
processor l. After the computation, the partial results except the local one are
sent to the corresponding processors and then are added to the local result of the
receiving processor.
The new distribution of the matrix data is presented in (12).
The rst number of the blocks in (12) denotes the processor to which the
partial result is sent; the second number indicates the processor on which the
computation is performed. Processor 1 e.g. computes the local result y
1;1
with
the rst block, the partial result y
0;1
of processor 0 with the second block, the
partial result y
2;1
of processor 2 with the third block, and the partial result y
3;1
of processor 3 with the fourth block, respectively.
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3
0
2
1
3
1  21  2
1
1
1: Processor k
: Index j of a        
         vector component    
k
j
Figure 4: Communication scheme, reordering 2
Processor 0: a
s
0
= (1 j 2 3 j 2 3
| {z }
0;0
k 3
|{z}
1;0
); d
i;0
= (d
1
i
d
2
i
d
3
i
)
Processor 1: a
s
1
= (4 5 j 4 5
| {z }
1;1
k 4
|{z}
0;1
k 4 j 4 5
| {z }
2;1
k 4
|{z}
3;1
); d
i;1
= (d
4
i
d
5
i
)
Processor 2: a
s
2
= (6 7 j 6 7
| {z }
2;2
k 6 7 j 7
| {z }
1;2
); d
i;2
= (d
6
i
d
7
i
) (12)
Processor 3: a
s
3
= ( 8
|{z}
3;3
k 8
|{z}
1;3
); d
i;3
= (d
8
i
)
Figure 4 shows the communication scheme for the block distribution from
(12).
Processor 1 e.g. sends a value to processor 0 which must be added to the third
component of y
0
. On the other side, processor 1 receives a value from processor
0 which must be added to the rst component of y
1
.
In gure 5, the parallel computation of the matrix-vector product is presented
for the second reordering and communication scheme.
First, asynchronous receive-routines for receiving all neccessary partial results
of other processors are executed on each processor. After that, each processor
computes the partial results which are sent to other processors. The compu-
tation is performed per data block; the results are asynchronously sent to the
corresponding processors after each computation. Then, all local computations
are performed, in particular the computation of the local part of the matrix-
vector product. Thereafter, each processor waits until the data of an arbitrary
processor arrive and then adds the values to the corresponding components of the
local result. This is repeated until the computation of the matrix-vector product
is complete. Computation and communication are performed overlapped.
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Local vector-vector operations
Computing the local partial result
k=0 1 p-1...
Adding the values to the local partial result
? ? ?
Data of a  processor available?
no no no
yes yes yes
? ? ?
Computation  complete?
no no
yes yes yes
no
? ? ?
? ? ?
Computing a partial result of another processor
Sending the partial result, asynchronously
Receiving all neccessary non-local partial results, asynchronously
Are there data-blocks of other
processors?
Processing of all data-blocks of other proc.
yes yes yes
yes yes yesno no no
nono no
complete?
k=0 1 p-1...
Figure 5: The parallel matrix-vector product, reordering 2
Since partial results of the matrix-vector product are exchanged most com-
putations are local. Merely the summation of the partial results follows after
the receiving of non-local data. The disadvantage of this method is that load
balancing is not guaranteed any more after the new distribution of the blocks;
some processors can own more or larger data blocks than other ones. However,
this scheme allows arbitrary data distributions; each processor can get arbitrary
parts of arbitray rows which need not succeed one another. For a specic FE
application, suitable data distributions for this scheme can be found considering
the discretization mesh. The data distribution and the communication scheme
presented here do not require any knowledge about a specic discretization mesh;
the schemes are determined automatically by analysing the column indices of the
non-zero matrix elements.
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5 Results
The numerical and performance tests of the developed parallel CG methods have
been performed on the distributed-memory system iPSC/860 of the Research
Centre Julich. The INTEL computer system has 32 processors with 16 Megabyte
private memory each interconnected by a hypercube-network. The maximum
transfer rate is 2.8 Megabyte/second per channel in both directions.
5.1 Numerical Results
The tests presented here have been carried out with one equation system each
of the FE models from environmental science and structural mechanics. In table
1, numerical data of the coecient matrices and for the convergence of the CG
method are indicated.
Environmental science Structural mechanics
Rows 49392 25222
Non-zeros 1242814 3856386
Density 0.05% 0.6%
Non-zeros per row, max. 27 485
m
z
25.2 152.9
a
MVP
75% 95%
CG method: max. scal. abs. di.  10
 5
Iterations without scaling 390 1444
Iterations with scaling 84 658
kg
i+1
k
2
4:5  10
 4
1:5 10
 5
Table 1: Numerical data of the considered large sparse matrices
The matrix from environmental science has 49392 rows, that from structural
mechanics 25222. In the rst case, the mean number of non-zeros per row is near
the maximum number. This is caused by a regular discretization mesh. For the
second case, the mean and the maximum number are considerably dierent; the
discretization mesh is much more irregular. The operational contribution of the
matrix-vector product to one iteration is 75% for the matrix from environmental
science and 95% for the matrix from structural mechanics.
Below in table 1, the number of CG iterations with and without diagonal
scaling is given. The iteration has been stopped when the maximum scaled
absolute dierence from (1) has been less than or equal to 10
 5
; this corresponds
to a precision of the solution vector of about ve decimals. With diagonal scaling,
the number of iterations is considerably smaller in both cases. The contribution
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of this preconditioner to the total execution time is in both cases below 1%. For
the preconditioned method, the euclidean norm of the residue after 84 and 658
iterations, respectively, is given in addition.
The sparsity patterns of both matrices are shown in the gures 6 and 7,
respectively.
The matrix from environmental science has essentially band structure with a
maximumbandwidth of 2375. The matrix from structural mechanics has a much
more irregular structure; the maximum bandwidth is 3474.
By reducing the bandwidth of the matrices, the communication overhead in
each iteration of the CG method can be decreased. Since communication is
necessary for the operation row times vector of the matrix-vector product, a
smaller bandwidth results in smaller message length or even in communication
with fewer processors. Here, the matrix is reordered by the reverse Cuthill-McKee
(RCM) scheme [16]. In FE models, this scheme is frequently used for the assembly
of the coecient matrix; it is performed merely once if the mesh does not change,
whereas in many cases equation systems are frequently solved, e.g. in each time
step of a time dependent problem or in each iterative step of a nonlinear problem
which is solved by linearization.
In the gures 8 and 9, the sparsity patterns of both matrices with bandwidth
reduction are presented.
For the matrix from environmental science, the bandwidth is reduced by 45%;
the maximum bandwidth is 1303. The maximum bandwidth of the matrix from
structural mechanics after applying the reverse Cuthill-McKee scheme is 2989;
this is a reduction by merely 14%.
5.2 Performance Results
In the rst four investigations, bandwidth reduction has not been applied to the
matrices.
Figure 10 shows execution times per iteration of the parallel CG method for
both the presented storage schemes using 16 processors. In this investigation,
each processor has got nealy the same number of succeeding rows.
The execution times in gure 10 hardly dier for the storage schemes in 2-
dimensional and 1-dimensional arrays. The times for the scheme in 1-dimensional
arrays are slightly increased since in this case a third array is neccessary for
addressing; the costs for accessing the matrix elements are higher compared with
the scheme in 2-dimensional arrays. The storage requirement, however, is about
147 Megabyte for the matrix from structural mechanics using the storage scheme
in 2-dimensional arrays and merely 47 Megabyte using the storage scheme in
1-dimensional arrays. This is caused by a very dierent number of non-zeros
per row of this matrix. For the matrix from environmental science, the storage
requirement is 17 Megabyte in the rst and 16 Megabyte in the second case.
The number of non-zeros per row is the same for most rows. Because of the less
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Figure 6: Sparsity pattern of the matrix from environmental science
Figure 7: Sparsity pattern of the matrix from structural mechanics
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Figure 8: Sparsity pattern of the matrix from environmental science with band-
width recuction
Figure 9: Sparsity pattern of the matrix from structural mechanics with band-
width recuction
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Figure 10: Execution times per iteration, dierent storage schemes, 16 processors
storage requirements, the storage scheme in 1-dimensional arrays is applied in all
following measurements.
In gure 11, execution times per iteration on 32 processors are presented for
the three considered data distributions.
For the matrix from environmental science, the execution times are nearly
the same because the matrix has quite a regular structure. For the matrix from
structural mechanics, the execution times using the criteria "same number of
non-zeros" and "same number of operations" are reduced by 19% compared with
the time using the criterion "same number of rows". Because of the very dierent
number of non-zeros per row, the operations for the computation of the matrix-
vector product are not uniformly distributed to each processor applying the latter
criterion. The times for the criteria "same number of non-zeros" and "same
number of operations" are nearly the same since the contribution of the time
for computing the matrix-vector-product to the total time for one iteration is
95%. In all following investigations, the criterion "same number of operations"
is applied.
Figure 12 shows execution times per iteration on 32 processors for dierent
communication schemes.
In the rst case, the vector components of the vector of the matrix-vector
product from the minimum to the maximum index which have been determined
by analysing the column index array are sent. In the second case, only the com-
ponents which are necessary for the computation are delivered as packed list, and
in the third case, the components of partial results of the matrix-vector product
are sent, also as packed list. For the matrix from environmental science, using
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Figure 11: Execution times per iteration, dierent data distributions, 32 proces-
sors
Figure 12: Execution times per iteration, dierent communication schemes, 32
processors
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Figure 13: Execution times per iteration, CG method, 32 processors
case 2 reduces the time by about 23% compared with case 1 and by about 9%
for the matrix from structural mechanics. This indicates that in case 1 consider-
ably more components than necessary are sent. Case 3 does not result in further
improvement. On the contrary, the time increases for the matrix from structural
mechanics. Because of the irregular structure of this matrix, the new distribution
of the data blocks destroys the load balancing. In the following investigations,
the communication scheme according to case 2 is applied since the best results
have been achieved with this scheme for the considered matrices.
In gure 13, execution times per iteration on 32 processors with and with-
out communication and computation performed overlapped are presented. The
overlapped execution reduces the execution times by nearly 20%.
In gure 14, speedups on 4 to 32 processors are shown with and without
bandwidth reduction of the matrices. The equation system from environmental
science together with the program code and the remaining data requires the
memory of more than two processors, that from structural mechanics the memory
of more than four processors. For up to four and, in the second case, up to
eight processors, linear speedup was assumed because nearly linear speedup was
observed in tests with smaller systems of equations for up to 8 processors.
For 16 processors and without bandwidth reduction, the speedup is 13.2 in
the rst case and 15.2 in the second case. This corresponds to eciencies of 83%
and 95%. With bandwidth reduction, the speedups increase to 14.6 and 15.6,
respectively; the eciecies are 91% and 97%. For 32 processors, speedups of 21.6
and 27.2 without bandwidth reduction or of 24.8 and 28.5 with bandwidth reduc-
tion are achieved. The eciencies decrease to 68% and 85% without bandwidth
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Figure 14: Speedups, CG method
reduction or 78% and 89% with bandwidth reduction because the communication
overhead increases.
6 Conclusions
The developed parallel CG algorithms have been shown to be well suited for the
considered large sparse matrices from FE models; they are employed in both the
projects from environmental science and structural mechanics. On a distributed
memory system, the data distribution and communication scheme determined
by preprocessing together with the overlapped execution of communication and
local computations result in exible algorithms. These algorithms perform well
for large sparse matrices of very dierent sparsity patterns.
Bandwidth reduction decreases the communication overhead additionally; ap-
plying reordering schemes like the reverse Cuthill-McKee method is recommended
for FE models.
In current investigations, other data distributions and other storage schemes
for sparse matrices and their inuence on the communication scheme are tested
as well as polynomial preconditioning [3] [13] as convergence accelerator. This
preconditioner allows using the same parallelization strategies as described for the
CG algorithm in this report. Furthermore, the applicability of these principles
to the QMR algorithm for solving non-hermitian systems of linear equations [9]
will be investigated.
Moreover, further research is scheduled to parallelize the Lanczos algorithm
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for solving large sparse symmetric eigenproblems, which has a deep theoretical
connection to the CG method [6]. The Lanczos algorithm requires essentially
the computation of matrix-vector products and the determination of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of symmetric tridiagonal matrices. A parallel solver for deter-
mining all eigenvalues of large real symmetric tridiagonal matrices has already
been developed [5]. For determining the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrices,
inverse iteration is a suitable method and can be done perfectly in parallel if the
corresponding eigenvalues are known.
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